The Solar Eclipse Gathering - Critical Mass for the New
Plasma Body Formation Blueprint

The White, Winged, Collective, Consciousness of Nine
through Magenta Pixie

Is the coming together, in groups, important at this time of
Ascension?
Indeed this is the case. Whilst there are those who 'walk the
hermit path' if you will, the majority of starseeds will benefit
greatly from the collective coming together of like minded
souls. Known as the 'Great Gathering, 'Uniting the Tribes'
or 'Taking your place within the family of Light'
Why are these gatherings so important?
For you, on a physical level, you gain confirmation of your
own knowings, you are able to explore ideas and paradigms
of others and you are able to teach others the paradigms
you hold, the knowings you have and the messages you
have received. You are able to recieve and give healing.
From the higher perspective you are creating a network that
acts like a circuit. Your energetics link together that creates
an electrical or more appropriately an electro magnetic
circuit. This circuit can be 'plugged into' if you will by many
non-physical forces and can be utilised for the repairing of
the crystalline grids upon your planet, at the galactic level,
within your dimension and within the DNA strand
formation within your bodies.
Are you saying that the coming together in groups between
the like minded, repairs planetary grids and our DNA
structure?
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If the energetic created by the group is cohesive, yes.
What is a cohesive energetic?
A unified one.
So you are saying if the individuals within the group are at
odds with one another and are arguing, this will not repair the
grids and the DNA field?
It will not. In fact, it will do the opposite.
So coming together as a unified, cohesive group repairs the
planetary and galactic grids and reconstructs the crystalline
DNA template?
Exactly.
How big does this group have to be?
The bigger the better as this creates more mass within the
circuit. However, a small cohesive group can 'move
mountains' if you will.
How many are we talking?
A group gathering as few as three can create a circuit. A
highly connected starseed can connect a circuit on their
own if they utilise other conducting frequencies such as
crystals and especially crystal skulls. A gathering of six,
utilsing high energetics can do much repair on the grids,
give power to the planetary kundalini meridians that you
know as 'leylines' and through this work can open
stargates.
Do these groups have to convene in person?
No. This can be done telepathically, utilising medium such
as radio or other internet or telephone based technology.
Dreamtime gatherings are most powerful.
Does this grid repair work take place unconsciously? Are
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there individuals involved in repair work during dreamtime
that are not aware of what they are doing?
This is absolutely the case yes. On some level there is
always awareness and agreement. A contract will be in
place prior to incarnation.
So if someone said to me, Pixie, you must unite the
lightworkers across the world and tell them to come together
would they be correct in wanting this?
They would.
Would this have to be done in person? Through telephone?
Through email? Or through telepathy?
All of these methods. This is currently occuring upon your
planet now and has been for sometime. This is a telepathic
connection. A circuit. This began a long time ago upon your
planet and has been added to exponentially especially since
your year of 2011.
There is a 'huge jump' or 'quantum leap' if you will, in souls
joining this telepathic network and adding much mass to
this circuit. This takes place on the 21st August, the day of
your Total Solar Eclipse.
This creates a specific critical mass juncture that will have
a large ripple effect, snowball effect or domino effect upon
yout planet for many years to come.
A critical mass for what?
This is difficult to explain so you may understand in third
dimensional terms.
The most correct terminology would be 'plasma formation.'
The 21st August 2017 day of the Total Solar Eclipse is a
critical mass juncture for plasma formation.
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You would know this as a 'new strand' or 'several new
strands' reforming within the DNA. We could also say this is
a blueprint for a 'Plasma Body' and this blueprint shall be
fully formed by the 21st August 2017 when it reaches
critical mass.
So will group gatherings, ceremonies and similar including on
line gatherings be part of this critical mass for plasma
formation?
Absolutely. It is the gatherings amongst you that create the
circuit board needed for the plasma body blueprint.
So do you have any advice about what we should do? How
should we behave on that day? On the 21st August at the
time of the Eclipse?
We are most pleased you have asked us this question. It is
most important for you to raise your vibration on this day
and keep your vibration high regardless of what is occurring
within your third dimensional reality and within the false
matrix system that is set up on your planet. Today, is the
day for the visualisation of the true reality. The unity, joy,
transparency, honesty, integrity, sharing, healing and love.
It matters not how you achieve this. A gathering or
ceremony at the time of the eclipse, deep meditation,
spending time in the company of loved ones, feeling
peaceful, sleeping, doing Yoga, sitting in your garden,
appreciating the beauty of your surroundings, taking part
in a gathering online, listening to inspiring conversation,
music or admiring artwork - it matters not. It is the feeling
you have when your heart is open that shall create the
circuit for the 'Plasma-Body-Blueprint, Critical-MassMoment' at the time of the Great Eclipse.
The feelings you are looking for are joy, gratutude, unity,
peace, compassion, love, bliss and related emotion.
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If you are going through a difficult time and you cannot
raise to these emotions then holding the intention for a
unified planet of sovereignty and liberty will add to the
circuit even if you yourself cannot raise to a higher emotion.
There are group meditations planned for this day so we can
suggest the joining in with this telepathic union.
The timelines are set for this critical mass moment. By the
time these words are heard by others the circuit will have
been formed and the critical mass moment will have been
reached.
Remain open to incoming messages in the form of your
guidance speaking, intuitions, knowings, dreams, visions,
codes, clairvoyance. Much is being delivered to you as many
stargates open allowing the positively polarised entities to
move into your sphere in a much closer way than they have
done so before.
There will be those that try to prevent this critical mass
moment occurring but they shall not be able to do this.
They believe their technologies will surpass the natural
plasma fields that shall be created from this moment but
this cannot possibly be, for the forces we speak of are
beyond their comprehension.
Only those who hold the codes for compassion can
understand that of which we speak. This is the time of the
heart, the emerald ray, the mermaids of Mu, the fifth
dimensional Mer-Ka-Bah, the fourth density merge point,
the cosmic quantum overlap, the pole shift, the return of NiBi-Ru, the dissolution of the process of the veils, the
phoenix rising, the matter/antimatter merge and the
unification of physicality and spirit.
The codes for compassion are held within the starseeds,
wanderers and lightworkers. The codes for compassion are
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the key into bliss which creates the golden mean frequency
and opens the golden stargate, the stargate that is your
solar system sun and grand central sun.
Be open to the new galactic awareness and live within the
code of honour that is given to he or she who wears the
badge of sovereignty.
Open your hearts, love one another, accept one another's
differences as the blessings that they are, for together,
unified, you create the rainbow.
We realise you cannot see the bigger picture in it's fullest
entirety whilst incarnated within the physical reality, within
a physical body. Yet your knowing holds the all. We repeat,
your knowing holds the all for it is the all that is.
Free will, upon your planet, has been a non-achieveble
idealogical dream in the minds of many for so long, yet at
your point of the Total Solar Eclipse, 21st August 2017 and
the critical mass moment for the blueprints for the plasma
formation, free will is no longer an idealogical utopian
impossibility.
Your open hearts, your unity, your high light quotient
friequency and your knowings make free will a manifested
actuality and the new status quo upon your planet.

WE ARE THE WHITE WINGED COLLECTIVE
CONSCIOUSNESS OF NINE.
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